
 

Baby alliance: helping daddy get a rich mommy chapter 582 
 
Meanwhile, Juniper was sitting in a room while fiddling with the herbs on the table. “What do you think 
you’re doing?” someone chided. 
 
The herb that she was holding fell from her hand as she whipped her head to look at the gray-haired old 
man. “I wasn’t doing anything.” 
 
On the other hand, both Pierre and Selena were shocked when they heard the scolding. Both of them 
hurried toward where the noise came from, only to see Juniper sitting in the room. While glancing at the 
doctor, Selena apologized immediately. “I’m sorry! The kids were taking a nap, but she wandered off 
without us knowing. I’m so sorry!” 
 
On the contrary, Pierre didn’t feel sorry at all, as his daughter was far more important than the old 
geezer was to him. Just when Selena quickly swiped in to carry Juniper in her arms, the doctor, Andy 
Werner, walked up to the table while caressing his gray beard. Before they could leave the room, Andy 
ordered, “Halt!” 
 
“Be more forgiving, you old geezer! She’s just a kid, so she doesn’t know much! What was it that she 
broke? I’ll pay you back!” Pierre was glaring at Andy with discontent. 
 
Selena immediately signaled Pierre with a look. “I’m sorry, Doctor Werner. My daughter didn’t do it on 
purpose. Although I don’t know what she broke, we will compensate for your loss.” 
 
No matter what she said, Andy merely stared at the herbs in silence. His peculiar reaction caused the 
adults to exchange a glance, as neither had any idea what he had in mind. “Kiddo, come over here.” 
With a wave of his hand, he called for Juniper, ignoring the two adults like they were thin air. 
 
After glancing at Pierre, Selena eventually let go of Juniper. “Come on, go and apologize to Doctor 
Werner.” 
 
As she was told, Juniper went up to Andy to apologize to him. “I’m sorry for touching your things 
without your permission, Doctor Werner.” 
 
“Come here, little one. Tell me, how did you differentiate these herbs?” As of late, Andy noticed the 
herbs that he had in stock were damp, so he was thinking of drying them out in the sun. However, the 
weather wasn’t as nice as he wished for, as it started snowing all of a sudden. 
 
He didn’t have time to sort out the herbs accordingly, so he could only pack all of them into a sack 
before moving them back into the room. After that, he spent a few days sorting the herbs out according 
to their classifications. It was a task that he didn’t expect a girl Juniper’s age could handle, say less of 
handling it correctly. 
 
After thinking through Andy’s question, Juniper walked up to the herbs as she spoke. “This is easy.” 
 
“Easy?” Andy stared at the delicate-looking little girl in front of him. Sorting out the herbs wasn’t 
necessarily an easy task, as a lot of them were indistinguishable by appearance alone. After all, dried 
herbs looked almost identical to each other, so it would require an expert to sort them out correctly. 
 



 
“Yeah! I can easily differentiate them with a sniff!” With that, Juniper picked up a herb to sniff on it. 
 
“Is that so?” Andy stared at her in awe. 
 
“Yeah.” Juniper was thinking of finding her snowman a nose, only to run into a pile of herbs, as well as a 
small frame beside it. Isn’t this exactly the same as the sorting game that I used to play at home? It’s just 
that the things I need to sort are different. Therefore, she gave the herbs a sniff before starting to sort 
them out accordingly upon finding the right categories. 
 
Andy picked up a herb and handed it to Juniper. “Try smelling this.” 
 
Juniper placed the herb under her nose before taking a whiff. “This… belongs here.” 
 
Andy was astonished. She got it right! Elated, he picked up another herb and passed it to her. “What 
about this one?” 
 
After Juniper sniffed on it, she laid it down in the correct position. 
 


